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ABSTRACT

E-learning application is on demand nowadays. It provides learner a place to gain the knowledge in anywhere and anytime. In Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia, a multi-functional educational tool called I-Folio application has been developed and adapted in their learning and teaching process. Through the application, lecturers and students are connected all the time, regardless where they are. In order to fulfill the requirements of lecturers and students, I-Folio is built under a well-organized process model, Waterfall model. The modules are constructed based on structure principle while user-friendly interface are designed according to user experiences. A bottom-up testing strategy with various test cases has been implemented to verify and validate all the functions in I-Folio application. With this functional educational instrument, learning and teaching process in the university has become more effective and efficient.
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1. INTRODUCTION

I-Folio application is an useful educational tool used in Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia (UKM). It acts as a virtual classroom to provide a space to the students and lecturer in the university. Through this system, lecturer is able to make the announcement to their students, upload the course materials and assignments, design the quizzes and also organize the topic discussion with students. Meanwhile, students can access their course materials at anywhere and anytime, having discussion with their lecturer or classmates regarding the courses, answer the quizzes prepared by their lecturer and get the latest related announcement. Besides that, students are also able to edit their personal information and manage their soft skills details in this i-Folio system.

With this system as a part of teaching and learning instrument in UKM, it is more convenient to all the lecturers and students in the class to upload and download their course materials respectively as well as discuss the problems or issues regarding the course easily. In the nutshell, I-Folio is believed to create an attractive and dynamic teaching and learning environment in UKM and it makes the learning process to become more efficiency and effectively.

2. PROCESS MODEL – WATERFALL MODEL

Process model is a set of more specific processes chosen in developing a software or application. Basically, it is a subset under the big umbrella of software development life cycle (SDLC) which refers to a prescriptive characterization of how software should be developed. The model is used as guidelines or frameworks to organize and structure how software development activities should be performed and in what order. In this context, process model can be represented as a networked sequence of activities, objects, transformations and event that embody strategies for accomplishing software evolution. In general, there are several common process models to fit the SDLC such as Waterfall model, Incremental Development model, Reuse-oriented model, V-model, Evolutionary model, Spiral Development model and others.

In this i-Folio application, the Waterfall model has been chosen. The model consists of five main phases which are Requirements, Design, Code, Test, Integrate and Package. The process flow in Waterfall model is depicted as Figure 1. It is a simple and easy to understand model to the users and developers. Each phase has specific deliverables...
and a review process without any overlapping. The most significant feature of this chosen model is it able to work well for smaller project especially the user requirements are very well understood. Definitely, there are some weaknesses of the Waterfall model. One of them is it is very difficult to reverse back and do some changes on your application that was not well-through out in the concept stage especially the application is in the testing stage. The condition is worsening as there is no working software produced in this model until late during the life cycle. Therefore, the well-understanding of user requirements, well-defined design concepts as well as the appropriate method to assess the deliverable of each phase such as testing at the initial phase are very important when using Waterfall model in software development.

Figure 1: The Waterfall Model

The first phase in Waterfall model is Requirement. This is an initial stage to gather all the requirements from the users before doing some planning on budget estimation and time scheduling. In i-Folio application, lecturer and student are the end-users. In order to understand the needs of lecturer in this application, an interview session is conducted with few lecturers. Meanwhile, a set of questionnaires has been distributed to the students to get their response about their requirements in this i-Folio application. The deliverable of this phase is a complete list of requirements from the end users, lecturer and students in this case.

After gathering the adequate user requirements, design process which is in the next phase in the model can be proceed. The requirements are analyzed and the functions which should be included in the application are identified. Based on the desired capabilities of application, the complete and concise software design and modeling which covers from front-end such as user-interface design to back-end such as database design have to well-constructed.

Once the designs done, user satisfaction is needed in the context. The design especially user interface design are shown to lecturer and students to get the feedback and comments on the design. This process is iterated until the final agreed designs were obtained. Hence, as outputs of this phase, a complete of system structural model, user interface design and database design were ready to proceed to the next phase in the model, coding phase.

Generally, Coding is more technical phase in Waterfall model. It requires developer to choose a proper programming language such as ASP.net or Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP) to develop the application. Based on the user-agreed design, the application is started to be developed. The application is divided into small units and the coding work is built on unit basic. The testing on each unit is conducted at the end of the development. A software quality checklist is used to ensure the reliability and functionality of the i-Folio application is always in the right path as desired.

Once all the units have been developed and tested, integration and package are the next process in the model. The units are integrated to be complete systems. Before delivering to the lecturer and student to get their feedback on the system, it has been tested again to ensure all the functions in the application are working properly and the interface designs are consistent in every single page.

3. DESIGN MODULE – USER INTERFACE DESIGN

User interface design is the process of crafting a visual language with the focus on the user’s experience and interaction. The goal of it is to enable user to accomplish the task with simple and efficient interaction through the application. In the development of i-Folio, the user-friendly interface design should focus on anticipating what lecturers and students might need to do and ensuring that the interface has common elements to be accessed and understood easily as well as to be used in facilitating their actions.

In order to achieve the desired quality of user interface design, the structure principle has been applied in the development. The principle is concerned with overall user interface architecture. First and foremost, the user interfaces should be
organized purposefully and presented in meaningful and useful way to lecturer and students. In this context, the related things such as quizzes, info, announcement, groups, tasks, courses materials and discussion have to grouped and placed under the Courses Portfolio section in i-Folio in order to present a more meaningful and well-organized interface to the lecturers and students. On the other hand, all the elements which are related to the personal information such as the student detail and soft skills were linked and can be accessed thru student home page. By obeying the structure and user interface design principles, i-Folio application is divided into several main sections based on their functionality as illustrated in Figure 2. The function of each section in i-Folio is listed as in Table 1.

4. ASSESSMENT METHOD – TESTING STRATEGY

Software assessment is a process to evaluate the developed application from all perspectives in order to ensure its capabilities to provide the desired functions are working well. For verification and validation purpose, testing strategy is used as an assessment method to find the errors in i-Folio application prior to delivery to the university. The focus on verification in this context is to ensure every function in i-Folio can be implemented properly while validation is to ensure the application is able to fulfill the requirements of lecturer and students.

In assessing i-Folio development, testing has been conducted based on bottom-up concept which starts from unit testing, integration testing and system testing at the final stage. In unit testing, the focus is to ensure the function in this particular unit is error-free. As an example, for student login function, several test cases are prepared for the testing. The test cases include wrong input of username and password or either, the cases of input (all upper-case, lower-case or mixed), boundary conditions (eg: how many attempts is allowed before account been blocked) and etc.

After testing on every single unit, the related units will be integrated such as student login and logout function. The process of testing on this integration stage is similar as unit testing, but the test cases have been added with all possible scenarios. Example of test cases in integration testing for student login and logout function are whether student is able to revert back to the system by clicking “back” button after logout, is it possible for student to log into the system through different browser or desktop in the same time, and etc.

System testing is a vital process in software development prior to formally deliver the
application to the end users. At the final stage, all the main sections will be integrated and linked to each other in order to form a complete i-Folio system. Then, in system testing, developer and users (students and lecturer) are involved. The testing process will be conducted through clicking the hyperlink/button in the application and observing the response of it based on the desired function. A software quality assurance checklist is provided to every lecturer and student for system testing purpose. Any comment about the application particularly in certain function can be written down in the checklist. The responses from lecturer and students then been analyzed and appropriate actions such as doing some minor changes have been done. Example of software quality assurance checklist is presented in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student Login Function</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>Student is able to login successfully into the system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Home Page Interface Design</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Students might confuse after the login page due to the colour management problem. Too many useless link appear on the top and side of the page.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Soft Skill Display</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>Everything is listed nicely.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Soft Skill Details</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>The page loading is too slow. Students might confuse and do not know what they are supposed to input into the text field. Lack of information or guide line displaying.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courses Portfolio</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>The courses material displays nicely and lecturer is able to upload the latest material to the page. The materials are accessible by student without any errors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courses Material</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Page is able to display all useful information likes amount of members, files, groups, tasks, assignments, quizzes and discussions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courses Discussion</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Discussions are fully functioning. Discussion among student and lecturer has been created.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video Tutorials</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Video tutorials are able uploaded by lecturer. Student is able to access it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T &amp; L Webs2.0 Tools</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Student is able to access this Webs tools. But the function is too complicated. Student may be not so sure how to use it.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Software Quality Assurance Checklist
5. SUMMARY

In conclusion, i-Folio application has been developed through a well-organized process model. The Waterfall model which consists of six major phases does provide a clear and concise flow in i-Folio development. From the phase to gather the user requirements, analyze their responses, design the module and interfaces, code the application and at the end to test its functionality, the process is going smoothly and the deliverables from each phase are desired. Hence, i-Folio application, a multi-functional education apparatus is able to bring about optimum benefits to the lecturers and students in UKM particularly to smoother their learning and teaching process.
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